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About Frven

Link to Frven’s Bio 
and 1999-2015 works

Nationality  
Singaporean 

Qualifications 
WELL Accredited Professional (2021), Int’l Wellbeing Insitute 
(License No: WELL-AP-0000058732) 
 
Fitwel Ambassador (2021-) 

Master of Arts (Distinction) (Landscape Urbanism) 
Architectural Association, United Kingdom, 2002 
 
Diploma of the Architectural Association 
Architectural Association, United Kingdom, 1999 
 
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) 
University of Manchester, United Kingdom, 1996

Professional Career Roles 

2016-23 DP Architects (London Studio Director) 
2021-22: Guest Tutor at Harvard GSD, NUS 
2016: Adjaye Associates (Project Lead) 
2003-15: Surbana Int’l Consultants  
 
 
 
 
1999-2003: HDB (Architect)

(aka Surbana Jurong) 
Senior Consultant (2015) 
Dy Managing Director, Design Director (2013-15) 
Dy Managing Director, Director (Architecture) (2010-13)
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?An Architect
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ESIGN



FLYT architecture… 1999 to 2023
QR code to 

“Selected works 
1999-2015”





Book launched 
2023 summer

QR code to more 
info about the book



H=E G++ M

What quest would 
Einstein be on if he 
is here today?



…about   HAPPINESS

+ Learning

+ Purpose

Experiences 
Growth 
Meaning
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…about       ELLBEING

If we use architecture mindset speak…



The Biltmore LXR 
Mayfair, London 

[DP Architects] 

… hospitality?
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The Biltmore LXR 
Mayfair, London 

[DP Architects] 

… hospitality?



WCCM Meditation Retreat 
Bonneavaux, France 

[DP Arc hitects] 

…serenity?

QRcode to LI post 
about this project



WCCM Meditation Retreat 
Bonneavaux, France 

[DP Arc hitects] 

…meditation?

QRcode to LI post 
about this project



JTC’s CleanTechOne 
Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 

[SurbanaJurong]

…biophillia?
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JTC’s CleanTechOne 
Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 

[SurbanaJurong]

…biophillia?



SDWA Aquatic Science (Research) Ctr 
Sungei Ulu Pandan, Singapore 

[SurbanaJurong]

…sustainability?



QR code to 
LinnkedIn post 
with this video
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QR code to 
Webpage with more info



Our Sedentary Lifestyle 
 
25% of adults and 75% of 
adolescents fail to meet the 
WHO physical activity 
guidelines  
(WHO, 2020)


Sedentary lifestyles are a growing 
concern, intensified by changes in 
how we use and inhabit spaces. QR code to 

ANFA presentation 
(17min)



QR code to 
ANFA presentation 

(17min)



Q
How can design foster healthier 
behaviours?  

Can stair designs be enhanced to 
induce individuals to opt for using 
the staircase over elevator/lift? 

How and which design 
interventions can help to 
encourage occupants to use an 
existing staircase more 
frequently?

HEALTHIER 
BEHAVIOR

REACH  
ANOTHER FLOOR

 AFFORDANCE . 



Participants: 
Employees of a major company in 
Singapore. 


Measures: 
Sensors placed at the staircase 
counted the number of people using it 
on each day.  
Data reported include the sensors 
data at the beginning and end of the 
staircase, as well as the total.



Experimental design:  
Field experiment. 


Interventions: 
• Where:  
Existing staircase in the atrium of an 
office Building in Singapore.


• Duration:  
Each intervention administered for 5 
consecutive days (Mon-Fri) over 34 
weeks.


• Frequency:  
Interventions were alternating with 
control weeks, where no design was 
applied (the staircase was as before).
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Average attendance during control 
periods



“Do interventions sustain behaviour?
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More than Novelty Effect?

(*Fridays that typically have low attendance were removed)

PROOF OF CONCEPT 
[Research Findings :  
Analysis by Dr Georgios Christopoulos and Chan Yuan Ni ]

This is a critical question, as it can 
be claimed that any design/
intervention creates (just a) novelty 
effect.


The data collected revealed that 
there is slightly more use of the 
stairs on Day+1, although this 
comparison is not significant 
enough to form a definitive 
hypothesis. 



“Which interventions has better 
long-term effects?

PROOF OF CONCEPT 
[Research Findings :  
Analysis by Dr Georgios Christopoulos and Chan Yuan Ni ]

These data are based on the week 
after the intervention, ie control 
week. 


It reveals the increase that had 
remained, which can be the result of 
the impact effected on the persons.

Effective for Habit Formation?



Design can trigger+stimulate habits for 
movement/acitivty. 
 
Impact caused by Design have potential for 
Effects that can last. 

Amongst the various Design Interventions 
tested, nature-embedded attributes 
appears more impactful.





stairWELL toolkit 

[BETA: For non-residential projects]
MAP/Directory



Undisclosed Office Building, Kolkatta

More 
Refreshing 

Ideas

Staircase as feature 
Sculptural: Sense of Arrival

Upon further enhancement with indoor planting and art display scheme

Next

stairWELL toolkit 

[BETA: For non-residential projects]

stai MAP/



stai MAP/

stairWELL toolkit 

[BETA: For non-residential projects]

More 
Refreshing 

Ideas

Staircase as feature 
Combine and juxtapose additional purposes 
the space we can serve

Circulation (ie stairs) defining a new hybrid type of social/community or 
collaboration space

Defining spaces of circulation also as a venue 
for display of art  
(eg.  
1. Showcasing children art in proximity of 
children facilities and activity areas, or  
2. Local gallery or sales wall for budding artists)

Next
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SkyResidence@Dawson 
Singapore 

[SurbanaJurong]

JTC’s CleanTechOne 
Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 

[SurbanaJurong]





QR code to 
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about the book



According to ASHRAE, the recommended CO2 level in buildings should be no more 
than 700 parts per million (ppm) above outdoor air. Since outdoor air is approximately 
400ppm, indoor CO2 levels should be no more than 1,100 ppm.
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Research Paper by Berkeley 
Lab (bringing science 
solutions to the world) 2012 

https://newscenter.lbl.gov/2012/10/17/elevated-indoor-carbon-dioxide-impairs-decision-making-performance/
https://newscenter.lbl.gov/2012/10/17/elevated-indoor-carbon-dioxide-impairs-decision-making-performance/


Space MATTERS?!



IAQ Monitors serve more to track and 
highlight uncommon occurrences over a 
long period.  
*Not necessarily to be relied upon for absolute readings.

For more Explanatory notes 
see these posts in LinkedIn 
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frven@WHAD-FLYT.com 
 

 frven.com 
WHAD-FLYT.com
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E: frven@WHAD-FLYT.com 
 

W: frven.com 
W: WHAD-FLYT.com


